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EOP State Budget Cut Spurs Alarm
By RAY TESSLER
Chief Investigative Reporter
Faced with a crippling budget cut, some Educational
Opportunity Program I LOP ) administrators are
responding with alarm and bitterness while one other has
expressed guarded optimism.
Gov. Reagan’s proposed budget would slash next year’s
allocation to the SJS LOP from a current $245,000 to
$43,000. The cut "just about wipes out the state grant
support for LOP," said President John H. Bunzel.
"Apparently the rationale of the governor and his
staff," said Director of Financial Aids Donald It. Ryan, is
that the federal government will pick up the rest of the
cost.
"They’re assuming that we’re going to get more from
the government, but no, we’re going to get less because
the colleges are asking for more money," Ryan continued.

This year ti Chicano LOP was able to grant an
average of $700 per student which was often augmented by
a federal Educational Opportunity Grant t LOG i and a
National Defense Student Loan.
But if the Reagan budget survives an inevitable hassle
in the state legislature and passes basically unchanged,
brown LOP estimates they’ll only be able to offer an
average of $100 per student.
Hope that the federal government will sufficiently increase the available grants is also dim. "We’re not going
to get more LOG funds because requests are doubled from
last year," Ryan projected.
S.T. Staf fold, director of black LOP, is guardedly optimistic about the final budget. "We should assume that if
we put our efforts together and do some positive fighting
this The Reagan plan) isn’t the budget we’ll have," he
said,

-The problem is that few, if any, Inca. EOP ) students
will be allowed to conic in next year," he said. "It’s going
to be bleak all the way around if we have to operate under
this budget," he said.
The 195 black students authorized to receive aid this
year won’t be eliminated from the project. New applicants, however, will probably not be accepted, Staf fold
said. Students already on the program will have their
giants reduced because of the overall budget cut.
Staffold is cautious about predicting the outcome of the
reduced federal budget which is vital in providing additional funds for economically disadvantaged students.
"’Ile federal government’s budget hasn’t passed either.
What guarantee do we have that it will be passed’?
"I don’t like to be pessimistic or I’d be ready to pack up
and leave right now," Staffold said,
Although both the black and brown programs have to

split the proposed $43,000, there will be no reduction in
funds provided by the state for LOP administrative costs.
Meanwhile, Chicano LOP Director Bert Humberto
envisions some Chicano students who will find it necessary to drop out of college because LOP can no longer provide financial security.
Junior colleges, Ryan speculated, could have a hard
time handling potential state college LOP drop outs since
their state grants will also be slashed.
Last year there were 529 Chicano students on the LOP.
Presently there are 800. The state allowed SJS only 465,
but "In reality we had more than 465 last year because we
supported many strictly with federal funds," said Ryan.
Although the much criticized Reagan budget is far from
finalized, LOP and school administrators are still reeling
under the possibility of operating even with a minimal
budgetI
in

Photo Contest

artan Dal

All students interested in
entering Eclipse Magazine’s
Funny Foto Contest should
bring their entries to the
Spartan Daily office, JC 208
by Monday, March 1. Students are asked to write a
funny caption for each
photograph they submit.
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Turn -in
Today is the last day to add
classes and turn in registration materials. Turn-in is at
the Registrar’s Office, 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. A $5 "lateness
penalty" will be charged to
all students handing in their
packets today.
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Dumke’s Task Forces
Exclude SJS Advisers

NATURAL SCIENCE DISPLAYThis iguana is one of the
many animals featured in the display cases lining the south
v ing hallway of the science building on campus. The animals

come from the science department’s Museum of Vertebrae
and Zoology. See story on page 3.

By BARBARA EVANS
Daily Political Writer
For some unknown reason, two out of
the three largest state colleges, San
Jose and San Diego, have no members
on either of two task forces that will
study proposals for the revision of the
state college system.
As announced last week by Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, there will be
two broad areas of study for these task
forces: curricular innovation and improved use of resources.
The two task forces, which have been
meeting in general organizational sessions for the past two days, were
appointed by Dr. Dumke and have
representatives from nine out of the 19
state colleges, including one from Long
Beach State, the largest state college.
San Diego State and SJS, second and
third largest, are not represented. A
spokesman from the Chancellor’s office
said he did not know why representatives from the two colleges were not included.
MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS
Both the curricular inovation and the
improvement of resources task forces
’irenxpected to make recommendations to the March meeting of the Board
of Trustees according to a spokesman

Lusk W ins Grievance Case,
Associate Prof Promotion
By LINDA HAWKINS
Daily Staff Writer
After two years of appeals and hearings, Dr. Wallace A. Lusk of the
Foreign Languages Department has
won his grievance case and has been
promoted to associate professor retroactive to Sept. 1, 1969.
Dr. Lusk, a Spir.:an professor who
has taught at SJS for the past 10 years,
first applied for promotion from assistant professor to associate professor in
the fall of 1968. Previous to that year,
Dr. Lusk had always been recommended for promotion, but that particular year he was placed in the
"urgent" category for promotion.
However, due to a mistake in the
office of the Foreign Languages
Department, in preparation of Dr.
Lusk’s promotion recommendation
form, Dr. Lusk missed the "urgent"
level of grading by one point on a scale
of 269.
Dr. Wesley Goddard, former chairman of the Foreign Languages Department, assumed full responsibility for
the error in the hearings that followed.
In his letter to the Chancellor’s
review panel. June 2, 1970, Dr. Lusk
explained, "In the hearing it developed
that, although the instructions on the
promotion recommendation form said,
’Attach supporting documents whenever helpful and additional sheets if
necessary,’ none of these supporting
documents goes to the deans or o the
president. This fact was not known to
anyone in the Foreign Languages
Department, as confirmed by Dr. Goddard."
Dr. Goddard told Dr. I.usk that Dr.
Dudley Moorhead, Dean of the School of
Humanities and the Arts, would appear
in his behalf before the grievance panel
at SJS.
NO DISCRIMINATION
Dr. Lusk said he was not maliciously
discriminated against. "Failure to
receive promotion was the result of a
miscarriage of justice in the machinery
of a large organization such as SJS."
On May 28, 1969, the SJS grievance
committee ruled in favor of Dr. Lusk
and recommended "that) then) Presi-

dent ( Robert) Clark reconsider Dr.
Lusk for promotion to the rank of associate professor." The committee stated
that if the president did not accept the
recommendation he must "state in
detail to the grievant and the grievance
committee," his reasons. Not doing this
was considered putting the grievant in
double jeopardy.
The next step in the battle for promotion was a letter from Dr. Lusk to
former President Hobert Burns, Oct. 3,
1969, asking for a meeting to settle the
problem on campus without involving
the chancellor’s office. According to
Dr. Lusk this letter was never answered.
APPEAL
On Oct. 31, 1969, Dr. I.usk initiated a
movement to appeal the president’s
decision to the chancellor’s office. He
asked the chancellor’s review panel to

reverse the decision of President Clark
and make his promotion effective as of
Sept. 1, 1969. Thus, he might have the
benefit of the increased salary rate in
determining his retirement benefit. He
plans to retire in June, 1971. He also requested a six per cent interest on the
unpaid balance until it was paid.
As Dr. I.usk’s campaign continued,
an ad hoc promotion committee was
formed in October, 1970. Members were
Dr. Harrison McCreath, Drama
Department, Dr. Gerald Wheeler,
History Department, Dr. 0. C.
Williams, Humanities Department, Dr,
Francis Wang, Engineering Department and Dr. Robert Wrede, Mathematics Department.
FINALLY
Finally, the conclusion to grievance
procedures came in July, 1970 when the
chancellor’s review panel, consisting of

Sherwood M. Nelson, San Diego State
College, Van D. Kennedy, University of
California at Berkeley and Ralph H.
Petrucci, California State College at
San Bernadino, issued their finding:
"That the decision of President Clark,
reaffirmed by President Burns in his
letter of July 28, 1969, not be upheld, and
that the decision not to promote Dr.
Lusk to associate professor effective
Sept. 1, 1969, be reconsidered."
In the addition to the report of chancellor’s grievance committee written
by Dr. Nelson, he reiterated the committee’s findings and added "The most
reasonable construction to place upon
this evidence is that Dr. Lusk would
have been promoted had the usual and
proper procedures been followed."
Dr. Lusk finally was promoted and
received his back pay in January, 1971.

from the Chancellor’s office. The
Trustees must approve any changes
made within the state college system.
When Dr. Dumke first outlined what
he called "massive, wholesale change"
in the state college system to the trustees’ committee on educational policy
Jan. 26, he said he was motivated not
only by the need for educational reform
but also by the state college’s current
fiscal crisis.
The chancellor hopes the revision of
the state colleges will lead to graduation with a B.A. degree in three years
instead of the usual four.
EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION
Headed by Dr. William B. Langsdorf,
vice chancellor for academic affairs,
the educational innovation task force
will examine such areas as:
advanced placement of knowledgeable high school graduates,
challenge examinations for certain
major academic requirements,
improved assignment of faculty resources,
flexible budgets, and
awarding degrees for off-campus
or extension studies.
RESOURCES IMPROVED
The improvement of resources task
force, headed by President Ellis
McCune of California State College,
Hayward, will study:
establishing maximum limits on
units and prerequisites for degrees or
credentials;
charges for unclassified
tuition
graduate work;
tuition charges for units taken in
excess of those required for a degree;
admissions screening for new graduate students;
reduction of transfer credit difficulties;
credit for work completed on any
state college campus;
additional afternoon, evening and
Saturday classes; and
cost analyses and recommendations concerning possible discontinuance of certain majors and courses.
It is hoped that a pilot program
implementing these innovations can be
started next fall. Those programs
which prove successful would then be
implemented in the rest of the state colleges.
Last month, while announcing his
plan, Dr. Dumke called his proposals
"revolutionary." Furthermore, he told
the press, -Such changes, complex and
difficult as they are, are necessary. Our
current systems, effective as they have
been in the past, are at this moment at

Reagan’s Budget Slashes Building Fund;
Use of Classrooms Must Be Increased
By NIINGO MAZZEI
Daily Investigative Reporter
San Jose State will have to resort to
"increased utilization of facilities" as a
direct result of Gov. Reagan’s budget
cut. There is nothing else that can be
done, according to Executive Dean C.
Grant Burton.
Because of the budget cut, the requested building fund of $17,955,000,
was cut to literally nothing. This left six
projects currently under construction
partially stranded. It also delays such
proposed projects as a new central
library, a physical activities building,
and the modeling of Centennial hall for
psychology.
In addition, it aborts the remodeling
of the Administration building for home
economics, the remodeling of the
Science I project, and the construction
of a corporation yard
41

Dr. Burton was unable to foresee how
far back the projects would be set as a
result of the fund denial. He stated,
though, that the first time the funds
were diverted, construction projects
were delayed one year.
Taking up the biggest bulk of the requested funds was the library project.
It was estimated at a cost of $14,722,000.
Dr. Burton said that at one time, the
college had funds appropriated to start
the library. He states that they still
have "working plans" for the project,
but the money was taken back. He was
given no reason for this action.
Other important projects that will be
deferred because of lack of funds will
be betfrr lighting for the campus, and
eqapplent for the business building and
the , nice IL Phase 2 project. Science
II.
,2 is the biological science wing

that will adjoin the physical science
wing of Duncan Hall.
NO EQUIPMENT
Since there is no money to equip the
new science building, old furniture will
be moved in from the old science building.
The new business building is more
fortunateit will be half furnished
when it goes into use. Without any further funds, it will be able to do only half
a job in serving the college students.
Dr. Burton stressed the fact, that because of the fund denial, every student
on campus will be effected. He also
stated that the people who are cutting
the budget are relying on "increased
utilization". This means, increased
time of classroom use.
It was pointed out that according to
legislative standards, the required use
of a classroom should lx’ 53 hours a

seek, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. San Jose State
now uses its classrooms 36 hours a
week, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Although this is
the highest use of classroom facilities in
the country, it would appear that San
Jose State could still improve classroom utilization.
HIGH UTILIZATION
However, Dr. Burton pointed out,
-undoubtedly, with high utilization,
there will be more efficient use of facilities, but you have to have certain items
to support this."
Meanwhile, Dr. Burton says, the six
projects under way have hope as their
only alternative.
What will happen if the building fund
is rejected next year" Dr. Burton finds
it "too difficult" to say. Perhaps what
will happen first, is complete disillusionment with the State AdminiII anon.

the edge of failure."
Dr. Dumke pointed to San Bernadino
State College as the probable campus
for a pilot program.
Seeing his proposals as economically
sound, Dr. Dumke said, "What I am
proposing should result in a number of
economies. These will not be evident at
once and will have little impact in 197172.
"These are not designed to affect the
next budget. But, thereafter, they
should be quickly cumulative in economic benefit."
The chancellor has directed his staff
to prepare a detailed analysis of cost.
"We will make a careful analysis of
these data to determine whether costs
of some programs can be reduced without loss of quality, and whether it is unsound to continue certain programs at
some colleges."
Dr. Dumke has argued that his new
proposals would free teachers to teach
more students on an individual basis.

Petition OK,
But Recall
Is Doubtful
By ROBERT PELLERIN
Daily Political Writer
The A.S. Election Board yesterday
ruled that the petition to recall AS’.
President Bill Langan is valid. But
indications thus far are that a recall
election, nevertheless, will not be held.
Board Chairman Bob Rifler made the
ruling after George Gnesdiloff, representing Dean of Students Robert S.
Martin, reported that 72 illegible names
on the petition had been validated.
Only 68 valid signatures were needed
to push the petition over the 2,463
names required to force the election.
But only A.S. Council has the power to
order a recall election, and speculation
is that the council will refuse to order it.
With the A.S. general election due in
April, council may decide that a recall
election at this date would be a waste of
time.
"PRETTY UNANIMOUS"
According to moderate A.S. Councilman Dave Long, "I think it’s pretty
unanimous. No one on council wants
this electionit’s too late in the year.
Who would want to hold office for one
month?"
Liner stated yesterday that he will
recommend the recall election at the
council meeting next Wednesday. He
will ask that it be held the first week in
March. According to the A.S. Constitution, though, he can do no more than
recommend.
Only four members of the Election
Board attended yesterday’s hastily called meeting, but Liner said a full
meeting of the board next week will
definitely approve yesterday’s conclusions.
Andy McDonald, co -leader of the
almost three-month-old recall drive,
said yesterday he will not actively
campaign if a recall election is held.
BIG THING
"Unless Langan makes a big thing of
it, I don’t plan to hand out leaflets or put
up posters," said McDonald. -The
people know our general feelings in thi’
subject."
A.S. Councilman David Krawitz, who
is the other leader of the movement,
was unavailable for comment.
After hearing of the board’s ruling.
Langan commented, "If there is an
election, I’ll be glad to go out and
clarify the issues for the ,,te,1e,,t-
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Editorials

Risky Situation
Although not unexpected, spring protests and demonstrations have finally
struck the SJS campus. Many students and faculty predicted renewed antiwar confrontations after the massive student strike over the American
invasion into Cambodia last spring.
The Laotian invasion was probably the initial drive this semester. But,
nevertheless, the marine recruiters were the target of the marchers’ epithets.
Following an anti-war rally Wednesday, approximately 50 students
marched to the marine recruiting station on campus, formed a picket line and
shouted slogans. The procession was peaceful, and the demonstrators should
be commended. However, these protesters must not demand that military
recruiting be banned from this campus.
Although the Spartan Daily feels the military would gain greater profits
from an off-campus recruiting station, morally and ethically, we cannot say
they should go. They have as much right on a "free campus" as does William
Kunstler, William Buckley or George Wallace.
Radicals, as well as the conservatives who tried to prevent Kunstler’s
campus appearance last spring, must remember that the first amendment
guarantees freedom of speech and that includes the right for military recruitment. Some students may choose the military as their professional career.
However, just as the recruiters have the right to recruit, the demonstrators
have the right to protest. And this is where the problem arises.
The Daily must condemn the campus security for the part they played in
Wednesday’s demonstration. Until violence or destruction begins, the security
should stay far away from the protesters.
Too often has the presence of security and police at peaceful demonstrations
sparked violence. Students are intimidated by police presence. And the SJS
security did their part to provoke protesters Wednesday.
Why were security pictures taken of protesters at Wednesday’s march? If,
the demonstration had turned violent (which it didn’t), then the security would
have an excuse for its asinine action. Does the security chief realize what a
potential disaster could have evolved?
With campus sympathy prevailing as it now is, Gov. Reagan’s enormous
budget slash and the commendable work of administrators, faculty and
;students to rebuild the college image, this is not the time to take chances with
.campus disruption. All precautions should be taken. However, this does not
:include sending campus security to chaperone peaceful demonstrations.
Campus administrators must not underestimate SJS radicals. Most want
change, but without violence. They should be respected and their protests
listened to.
If not, and if security insists on intimidating students by monitoring peaceful
rallies, a Kent or Jackson State incident could occur here. The possibility is
not far-fetched.

Tuition Hike Hurts
The foreign student program in California may suffer another setback if
Governor Reagan’s proposed budget is passed, but, as usual, very few tears
ill be shed except by the foreign students themselves.
The governor’s budget would require all foreign students to pay an annual
tuition of no less than $1110, with no deferrals and no waivers. Foreign student
tuition had been $255 for eight years before the passage of the Richardson bill,
late in 1960. which increased the amount to $360.
Before the new rate could go into effect, the Board of Trustees raised the
tuition to $600 a year, catching many foreign students flatfooted this fall. It has
been to the credit of the foreign students that they have been able to weather
the difficulty and adjust to the situation.
At the November meeting the Board of Trustees voted to increase tuition to
$1110 for new students and maintain the $600 tuition for continuing students.
Foreign students accepted the decision, but displayed some concern over
students in their homelands left with insufficient funds.
Foreign students now feel the trustees, who had made a commitment in
their November meeting not to increase the tuition for awhile, will go back on
their promise and accept the governor’s proposal for immediate equity
between foreign and out-of-state tuition.
Foreign students who entered the California state college system before the
fall semester planned their budgets on the basis of $255 tuition per year with
some accommodation made for possible moderate increases. How can these
same foreign students be expected to cope with over a 300 per cent increase in
a year and a half?
Many foreign students have been forced to increase the burden on their
parents or work part time. Taking fewer units, some students have changed
tlieir four-year plans to five or six years of undergraduate study.
However, the visa requirements for most foreign students call for full time
attendance and specify the maximum number of hours which may be spent on
a job. Rather than attempt living at a subsistence level, some foreign students
have dropped out of school and canceled work on advanced degrees or have
applied for admission to colleges in other states. Short term loans are fine in a
pinch, but often, if one is unable to cover his financial responsibilities immediately, he will have little means of repaying the loan in six weeks as most
short term loans require.
!A $2500 revolving loan fund which is pending before the A.S. Council may
differ aid to a limited number of students, but it would hardly cover the cost of
helping the many foreign students out of the 600 enrolled at SJS who will be in
flied next year. The most appalling dilemma facing the foreign students is
thpir inability to do anything to stop or impede the onslaught of the governor’s
roloposal.
kegardiess of whether or not the legislature is able to increase the state
ctglege budget, foreign students will most assuredly remain low in priority for
cdhsideration. This is a far cry from the original intent of low foreign student
tuition, which sought to encourage a greater number of foreign students to
attend California state colleges for the resultant cross-cultural exchange.

...Guam...Okinawa...San Fernando Veterans Hospital..."

Staff Comment

APWBTSJSPWWI Initiation
By TONY ROEGIERS
Overhead lights shone manfully
through clouds of billowing, blue-grey
smoke. Brown, green, blue, pink and
yellow shadows breezed around the
stuffy room. Pipes clattered against
gleaming teeth store-bought and real.
Greasy, gleaming, heads, both
pointed and flat, nodded sagely in time
with the sucking pipes. Manicured
fingers lazed exotically through myriads
of pink and green papers.
Glasses were torn periodically from
the shining, parchment faces to emphasize an earthshattering point.
On this evening, in this room were
gathered about 20 of the most conceited, vain, egotistical, meglomaniacal
narcissists ever accumulated.
This was the bi-weekly convention of
the APWBTSJSPWW1 (Association of Professors Who Began Teaching at SJS Prior
to World War I.)
Indeed this was probably the most
significant meeting of the APWBTSJSPVVVVI in 20 years. They were going to
initiate another doddering member into
the exalted group.
First, however they had to question
him thoroughly to see if he had the
necessary qualifications. The old gentleman had to submit a doctor’s certificate
attesting to his senility before the
organization would even consider him.
Now they were going to interrogate
him about attitudes, memory and
personality. Dr. CI otchity began the
questioning.
"Dr. Economania, do you consider students to be a necessary part of this institution? Please restrict your response
and answer the question precisely. We
don’t need any extraneous opinions."
"I think the presence of students on
this campus is not only a flagrant disregard of our rights and wishes as professors, but a shameless waste of money
which could better be used in inventing
a language that no one will understand."

Thrust and Parry

A Good Man
Editor:
Since the A.S. Council has failed to
gather a quorum in its last two sessions,
one special and one regular, I would
hope that those council members who
shirked their duty by missing these sessions would be identified for their non.
actions. At the same time the diligence
of one councilman should be noted.
Dave Long, upper division representative, has been present at almost
every council meeting, special session,
or any additional meeting for which his
presence is required. He has also made
himself available on call whenever
needed.
In addition, Dave serves on the
College Union Board of Governors, is
chairman of this year’s Sparta Camp and
has worked on the orientation conference, A.S. subsidized housing programs,
as well as being ready and willing to
serve on special committees and boards
of concern to the student body. Besides
these duties, Dave carries a near 3.0 as
a political science major and is a
member of the judo team.
So, when areas of the A.S. govern
ment come under criticism, when the
Student Council does not meet or initiate
programs, students should realize that
at least one council member is certainly
giving them their votes worth.
Bill Longon
A.S. President

"It has been said by some of these
new whippersnappers (Dr. Crotchity was
referring here to professors given
tenure in the last 20 years) that students
might actually have opinions worth
listening to. May we have your view on
this?"
"Sheer balderdash. Students ore
ignorant, illiterate, lazy, dirty and totally
unknowledgeable about anything."
"Do you believe, Dr. Economania, that
lectures should be revised and updated
from time to time?"
"I haven’t changed my lectures in 50
years. I believe that lectures, like lamb
stew, grow mellower with age. I remember when I first wrote my lecture over a
half a century ago. Students were different in those...."
-Yes, yes. Excellent. Do you think you
should dismiss your daises on time,
professor?"
"My lecture was written over a half a
century ago. I spoke a little faster then. I
should say the class runs approximately
one hour and 10 minutes."
NEWS FLASH(courtesy of the Spartan Daily) Dr. Ego Economania was
unanimously voted into the APWBTSJSPVVW1 last night....

Staff Comment

Peace Ballot
By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Who: are the peaceful alternatives to
the Indochina War? Evidently not the city
ballot.
Alameda County Superior Court Judge
Lyle E. Cooke has just told the city of
Berkeley to go ahead and print the April
6, election ballotwithout the peace
initiative. Cooke’s decision was based
on the section of the Berkeley city
charter that prohibits "policy declarations."
The initiative would have let the
voters decide if the "people of Berkeley"
are at war with the "peoples of Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos." It had twice the
needed signatures to be placed on the
ballot.
I deplore such an action. It thwarts the
will of the people, undermines confidence in our governmental systems
and makes the individual either submit
himself to national politics or turn to
violence.
I still cling to the hope that the American people can directly decide important
issues that affect the nation.
In a representative democracy, the
larger the unit, the smaller role each
person has in decisions. If we say that
local areas cannot voice their opinion on
national topics, then the doors are
closed to meaningful dissent for the
individual or small groups.
If the Berkeley proposal cannot be put
on the ballot to register sentiments, then
what is the use of the San !ose Peace
Initiative? It could be thrown out as well.
What is the use of petitions and letter
campaigns? What is the importance of
your opinion on national matters unless
you have national influence?
I don’t mean to imply that individual
cities should be able to drop out of an
international conflict at will, but why
should the opinion of a city or state not
be balloted?
The war affects everyone. So, !et the
will of the people be heard. After all,
isn’t that vhat a democracy is all about?

Lost week, members of a leftist group
at Stanford attempted to burn down the
office building of the conservative "Free
Campus Movement." Protesting President Nixon’s foreign policy in the Far
East, the "peace" demonstrators threw
Molotov cocktails into the FCM office.
Claiming to be concerned over the loss
of lives in America’s -imperialistic, racist
war,- the leftists were perfectly willing
to endanger the lives of the 14 students
inside the building.
Although the fire was quickly
extinguished, it blackened the outside of
the two -store wood structure. A little
while later, two students were shot as
they stood near t’le conservatives’
gathering place.
Two FCM members were beaten by 15
leftists as they watched a rally from a
distance of several yards.
This is nothing new at Stanford. Ray
White, the leader of the Free Campus
Movement, told me a week ago that he
and others of his political persuasion
were continually harassed and
threatened. Last spring there hod been
more beatings and intimidation.
The incidents at Stanford follow the
typical pattern of the New Left.
Demanding "free speech," leftists
shout down anyone who disagrees with
them. Not content to let the opposition
have its say also, a minority of radicals
decides for the entire student body who
is allowed to speak on campus. A
speaker unsympathetic to the left might
get to the campus, but by God, the radicals will make sure, by obscene chants
and other infantile manifestations, that
he won’t be heard.
Demanding "meaningful choice," the
leftists decide for all that marines shall
not be allowed to recruit on campus and
pledge to "do everything necessary to
keep them off."
After the majority has decided to
allow ROTC to remain on campus, the
Son Jose Liberation Front, in a remarkable feat of unmitigated gall, declares
that the election results will not be
allowed to stand. To quote one of their
members, "If the students knew The
Truth, they would have voted ROTC off."
Supposedly, SJLF knows The Truth.
Shouting "power to the people," the
leftists are quick to modify that expression: power to those who oppose the
war and racism, support increased
welfare programs and Women’s Lib and,
in general, take positions favored by the
Movement. The rest of the people will
have to be "resocialized."
Bemoaning the "lack of communication," the New Left consistently refuses
to engage in discussions with those on
the opposite end of the political spectrum. (Specifically at San Jose State, the
Liberation Front has twice refused to
debate YAF).
Criticizing Vice President Agnew for a
"dangerous escalation of rhetoric," the
leftists call those who disagree with
them, "fascists, imperialists, authoritarians" or at the very lest, "manipulators for the power elite."
Recoiling from a society which
supposedly inculcates violence into its
members, the Leftists use words like
"smash, kill and liberate" ominously
suggesting, "if you’re not part of the
solution, (what they see as the solution),
you’re part of the problem" (what they
see as the problem).
A middle-American summed up the
New Left in a letter to Time magazine for
better than I can:
"They’re gonna build, no matter how
they destroy. They’re gonna teach love,
no matter who they hurt...They’re showing o new morality, no matter how
immoral they have to be to prove it.
They’re gonna create a system of non system; new rules of no rules...They
want to be non-productive on someone
else’s productivity. Now I understand
why I don’t understand."
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Drug Legislation
Compiled From Associated Press
SACRAMENTO --Assembly Speaker Bob Moretti said
yesterday he will co-author legislation to make methadone
available to every heroin addict in California.
Moretti, D -Van Nuys, called the Corona rehabilitation
center a failure, which he would eliminate over an
unspecified period to help pay for the $30 million a year
methadone program.
Methadone is a drug substitute for heroin which allows
addicts to resume relatively normal lives, although it does
riA cure the addiction.
Moretti said drug addiction is California’s biggest crime
problem because it is the case of a third to half of all the other
crime. He predicted a comprehensive methadone program
could save Californians up to $486 million a year.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-San Jose, co-author of
the methadone bill, said local government would be required
to pay half the cost because "we felt savings to local government were so great, they should be happy to share the cost."

Senators Seek Relief
WASHINGTONSen. John V. Tunney, D-Calif., urged
Congress yesterday to respond swiftly to the need for additional federal disaster relief funds for Southern California
earthquake victims.
In a report to the Senate Public Works Committee, Tunney
estimated damage to private homes at $240 million to $300
million and said nearly all of the disaster loan fund of the
Small Business Administration is already committed.
He said the $40 million available to the Office of Emergency Preparedness also will need to be augmented for
restoration of public property damage estimated at $200
million.
Tunney introduced with the support of Sens. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., and Birch Bayh, D-Ind., an amendment to the
federal flood insurance act to provide earthquake coverage
for homeowners and businessmen.
Tunney said only one in 10,000 homes in California has
earthquake coverage because of excessive commercial
insurance rates.
The nation, Tunney said, should give the same
consideration to residents of earthquake-prone areas as to
those who reside in flood plains.
Tunney, who inspected the earthquake damage at the request of Public Works Committee Chairman Jennings Randolph, D.-WVa., urged that the disaster relief act of 1970 be
amended to provide for the direct federal aid to repair and
rebuild private, non-profit hospitals and other medical care
facilities.

Reagan Vetoes Grant
SACRAMENTOGov. Reagan vetoed yesterday a $1.6
million federal grant to an Oakland antipoverty agency
because its staff has "seriously undermined the effectiveness
of taxpayer-funded programs for the poor."
However, the governor said he would be willing to approve
a 90-day extension of funding for the Oakland Economic
Development Council Inc.
Reagan’s executive secretary, Edwin Meese III, in a letter
to federal Office of Economic Opportunity officials, singled
out "the executive director and many of his staff" for blame.
Meese said the leaders "have impeded the maturation of
the board processacting as though there has been no higher
authority than the staff itself."
Meese said Reagan would approve the three-month extension "if such a request is received and if it includes safeguards which will assure that the OEDCI board of directors
can assume full control and direction over the program."
It was the second veto of a major federal antipoverty giant
by Reagan in recent months.
Late in December he turned down a federal grant of $1.88
million for California Rural Legal Assistance Inc., which
provides legal aid to the poor.

Cal Tech Records Shocks
PASADENAThe California Institute of Technology
recorded 174 significant aftershocks through noon yesterday
from the Feb. 9 tremblor in the Los Angeles area.
Aftershocks are mini-earthquakes generally caused by the
earth creeping back into place after the "snap" of a major
shock, said Dr. Don Anderson, director of Cal Tech’s Seismological Laboratory.
Anderson said 34 major aftershocks were recorded in the
first hour after the 6:01 a.m. shaker. "The ground was in
almost constant motion," he said.
One minute after the initial quake, Anderson reported,
there was an aftershock of magnitude of 5.1 on the Richter
scale, The quake itself has been rated at 6.6.
The shocks since have ranged as high at 4.9 on the Richter
scale but generally are only about a magnitude of 3.0, Dr.
Anderson said.
The chief seismologist said the aftershocks have been occurring at an average of about four a day and will continue
for several months, gradually tapering off.

Defendant Tells Stabbing
LOS ANGELESPatricia Krenwinkel confessed on the
witness stand yesterday that she killed coffee heiress Abigail
Edger at Sharon Tate’s home and toe next night stabbed to
death the wife of a wealthy market owner.
She said she and other members of two killer parties were
stoned on I.SD and she felt "nothing."
The 23-year-old member of Charles Manson’s hippie style
clan, second of two women defendants to admit slayings at
the Tate murder trial, also said she carved "WAR" in the
chest of victim I,eno 1.aBianca and stuck a fork in his stomach.
Miss Krenwinkel testified despite an objection from her
attorney that she might incriminate herself and a warning
from the judge that she might talk herself into a death
penalty.
She said, referring to Miss Folger, 26: "I had a knife in my
hand and she ran out a back door.. .1 chased her through the
door and onto the lawn and I stabbed her and I kept stabbing
her and I looked up and there was blackness and that was
all."
The next night, Miss Krenwinkel said, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. I.aBianca, she said she entered with two others and
found the occupants tied to a sofa. Earlier witnesses have
said Manson tied the couple and left, sending the killers in.
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ON EXHIBITAssociate professor in
Industrial Arts Charles Sanders, at left, is
showing Tim Mitchell, an industrial design
major one of his desert landscape photographs which is part of his "Death Valley

Series II," now on exhibit at the San Fran(’15(0 Art Institute. Sanders is one of 55
photographers invited to that centennial
exhibition.

S.F. Centennial Exhibit
Displays Prof’s Photos
"Photography is as much
a part of me as breathing
and eating," said Charles
Sanders, SJS associate professor in the Industrial Arts
Department. He is a photography instructor.
Sanders landscape photos
entitled "Death Valley
Series II," were selected in
competition last year to be
included in the San Francisco Centennial Exhibition.
The exhibit is now being
shown at the San Francisco
Art Institute, 800 Chestnut
St., and will continue to Feb.
28.
Sanders is one of the 55
photographers from the
western states asked to
participate.
The desert is where it is at
according to Sanders. He
was first turned on to desert
photography in 1968 wh,n he
went to Baja California to
take pictures of missions,
and religious artifacts. The
photos taken on this trip
were on display in the Focus
Gallery in San Francisco in
1968 at a three man show.
"The desert, especially the
dune area, offers form and
discipline that performs on
you," he said. The desert
landscape has a deeper
meaning to me than a land-

scape as such," expressed
Sanders. He believes they
are a departure from a
landscape per se. "They are
metaphors expressing beyond the photo."
"The nude form reminds
me of nature’s form of the
desert," he stated.
Sanders has participated
in many photography shows
throughout
the
United

States. For the past three
years his photos have been
included in a traveling
exhibit. This exhibit which is
sponsored by the Society of
Photography Education is
shown throughout the United
States in schools, and
galleries.
Besides being in group
shows he has also had one
man exhibits.

A special presentation,
guest
speaker,
and
symposium are just some of
the activities slated for
Black Experience Week at
SJS, beginning Monday.
Sinclair Drake will give a
special presentation of the
black world and Rudolph
Windsor, black author of
"From
Babylon
to
Timbukto" and member of
the Hebrew nation, will
speak on the struggle of the
black Jews.
The Black Studies Department faculty will also give a
presentation on the black

perspective of the Black experience. Featured will be
Studies Chairman
Black
Dr. Leonard Jeffries, Bob
Allen, Gloria Lindsey, and
Carleen Young.
A symposium in black
politics will highlight the
week. Participating will be
Ron Dellums, congressman
from
Berkeley;
Willie
Brown, San Francisco
assemblyman;
Mervin
Dymally of Los Angeles and
only California Black senator, and Warren Wagner,
black candidate for Berkeley
mayor.

Sharks, Iguanas at SJS?
Song Sparrow and Yellow
Warbler ) and Bay Area
plants.
There are at least eight
showcases of stuffed birds
(White -fronted
Goose,
Prarie Falcon, Red -Headed
Duck, Whistling Swan and
Brown Pelican, to name a
few). Other displays are on
bats, sealife and Gila Monsters, which are the only poisonous lizards in the United
States.
For the geology minded
there are displays on
minerals, ranging from
Magnesite to Hornblende,
and rocks, sedimentary,
igneous and metamorphic.
The hallway stroller can also
see pictures of the California
State Colleges Moss Landing
Marine laboratories.
These exhibits have been
accumulated since the 1930’s
says Ken Briggs, graduate
student and researcher at
the museum. "Science
classes collect samples; animals killed on the road are
brought in; and teachers,
after getting federal and

state collecting permits,
gather different species. The
museum also gets some private collections of animals
and sometimes trades with
other institutions around the
world to improve trades the
collection."
According to Briggs, the
museum has one of the
largest
collections
of
Northern Elephant Seal Pup
Skulls ( gathered off the
coast of Santa Cruz).
The taxidermy, artistry
and display of the mammals,
birds and cold-blooded animals is done by Spartan professors and students.
Newly acquired specimens
often wind up on the roof of
the science building or in the
basement where insects "eat
the meat to the bone" where
a skeleton is desired. The
marine mammals are prepared at the Moss Landing
laboratories.
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Scholarship informatione,
grant availability, and jot,
referrals and opportunitie.
often need to be dissemi,,
nated rapidly, Poblano said:
The survey also serves "ti
be necessary because of cero
Win reporting requirement:
of the state and federau
governments," he stated.

Only with this ad.

FREE
Spectators Welcome

Indian. Chicanos, with 4.56
pe^ cent, and
Asian Americans, 5.51 per cent, are
the two largest campus
Mnority groups.
A further study cf Asian Americans co, campus’ revealed that Japanese form
more than half of this group
I 47 per cent I with an enrollment of 697. Chinese with 590
students was second highest
( 40 per cent) the Asian
American group, followed by
12 per cent Filipino students
with an enrollment of 170.
Data obtained on the survey cards, which contained
names and
addresses,
"provide a fast and efficient
means by which contact can
be made with individual
minority students," Poblano
explained in his survey.

Experience Week
Slated by Blacks WEEKEND CHICKEN SPECIAL

"Top" Display

Where can you go to see
sharks, Piranha, raccoons,
sea urchins, iguanas, gila
monsters, bushtits, rubber
boa snakes and white-tailed
kites?
The second floor south
wing of the old science building, of course. Located in the
hallway, mostly used by
natural science students, are
display casesthe contents
of which come from the adjacent Museum of Vertebrae
and Zoology at SJS.
Curator, artist, sculptor
and displayer of this exhibit
is Dr. G. Victor Morejot,n.
The potpourri of displays
include: Piranha, the South
American fish with razorsharp triangular teeth; a
display on the skulls of
modern man, ape, beaver,
rabbit, sea otter and shrew;
an informative exhibit on
local snakes (Striped-Racer,
Yellow -Bellied
Racer,
Gopher snake, California
Mountain Kingsnake and
Rubber Boa); local birds
and nests (Hummingbird,
Bushtit, Lesser Goldfinch,

By CONNIE ’,LAUDA
Daily Staff Writer
First of two Parts
Asian -Americans constitute the largest ethnic
minority at SJS, according to
Ralph
Ombudsman
Poblano’s annual Ethnic and
Racial Survey for fall, 1970.
Not only does the survey
a
profile
on
provide
minorities in relation to the
campus population, but it
also "may be used as an
index to determine whether
discriminatory practices
exist,"
according
to
Poblano.
He pointed out that of the
total 24,632 students enrolled
last semester, only 4,351 ( or
17.26 per cent) were Asian American, Chicano, black,
foreign or American Indian.
Poblano and a staff of student workers tabulated the
data collected through IBM
survey cards, included in the
registration packets. Each
student was voluntarily
asked to indicate his racial
and ethnic background.
"Everyone should know
what is happening to ethnic
and racial groups on campus," Poblano stressed. He
added that this was the third
year he conducted the survey at SJS. "It took me from
two to three months to complete everything," he explained.
Of the 4,351 SJS minority
students, 1,457 are Asian American; 1,123, Chicano;
838, black; 601, foreign
students; and 342 American
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Gymnasts Face
Matadors, 49ers
If ever the SJS gymnastics
squad needed to be in top
form, it’s for tonight’s meet
against Cal State at Long
Beach and San Fernando
Valley State at Valley State.
"We’ll have to do our best
if we’re going to beat them.
They’ve been scoring about
as well as we have so it
should be a close meet,"
commented Spartan coach
Clair Jennett. In the past
Valley State has been a
strong team and though
Long Beach has had one win
and five loses this season,
both should present a challenge to the Spartans who
lead the PCAA with five wins

AN,

I EAM CAPTAIN -Joe Sweeney will lead the
Spartans against host San Fernando Valley
State and Long Beach State tonight.
eeney, a senior, is a strong all-around

performer who excells on the parallel and
high bars. The Spartans are out to hold onto
their league leadership. Long Beach is in the
league cellar with a 1-5 record.
Daily Photo by Ron Burda.

Sharp-Shooting Pender
Confronts Cagers Here
l’he Pacific Coast Athletic
....Jociation’s leading scorer
will be on display tonight at
the San Jose Civic Auditorium. Unfortunately, the
Spartans will be the team
Licing him.
SJS has had more than
enough of Jerry Pender, the
6’2" forward for Fresno
State. Last Tuesday night in
the farmland city, Pender
,ssed in a school record tie-

ing 40 points as the Bulldogs
whipped SJS, 106-83. Pender
is averaging 21 points a
game this year.
Pender got some help from
his teammates in sending
SJS to its 18th straight defeat
this season. Supporting Pen der were Larry Henderson
with 18 and Dennis Warner
with 20. Fresno shot 56 per
cent from the floor.
Spartan sophomore guard

Olavarri Meet
Pits Wrestlers
; ht.

first Martin Olavarri

’.1..iiiorial Tournament for
ollege wrestlers from the
Bay Area will begin tomorrow morning at 10 in the
Spartan gym.
The tourney is being cosponsored by SJS: and the
Bay Area Wrestling Officials
Association. According to
Hugh
coach
Spartan
Mumby, if the meet is a
success it will be made an
annual event.
Olavarri, who passed
away last year, was a former
standout wrestler for SJS
and served as commissioner
of the BAWOA.
The home appearance by
the Spartans will be their
first since Dec. 5, when the
San Jose State Invitational

was held. SJS finished sixth
in a 17 team field last weekend in the Biola Tournament.
Saturday’s tournament is
for individuals. No team
trophy will be awarded. The
meet will be a warmup for
the Spartans PCAA Championship meet which may be
held next week in Fresno.
The Olavarri Tournament
is open to any individual as
long as they compete for a
college.
Mumby may enter a team
of 15, with two men in some
weight classes. Freshman
Don Jackson a heavyweight
placed highest for SJS last
weekend with a second place
effort
which
included
pinning two foes in the Biola
Tournament.

Johnnie Skinner was fourth
in league scoring before the
Bulldog encounter, averaging 18 points a game.
Skinner had one of his best
nights of the season against
Fresno, scoring 29 points, his
conference high.
"We hope we can stop Pen der tonight by playing a
better overall team game,"
commented coach Dan
Glines.
Tonight’s game will be
broadcast over KSJS, 90.7
FM, at 7:45.

guard duo of Brad Duncan
and Steve Cleveland, both
over 6-3.
They hurt us inside,"
Waxman admitted, but our
guards bother them outside
because they can’t stay with
us well."’
The Spartans will concern
themselves with Bailey who
scored 28 Tuesday. However,
Waxman noted no special
changes will be made for
him or McCoy. "We stay
basically the same from
game to game."
SJS will look to Brad
Metheany for offensive
punch again tonight. The
Spartan forward scored 26
Tuesday, including the
winning field goal with seven
seconds to play.

CONTINUING YOUR COLLEGE
EDUCATION?

The SJS swimmers, like
goldfish caught between two
fighting piranhas, take on
the co-leaders of the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association in
the Spartans’ last regular
season meet of the year tomorrow afternoon at 1
o’clock.
Jay’s
Coach
Bill
swimmers will travel up to
the University of Pacific to
take on the Tigers and Cal
State Long Beach in a battle
of the league leaders.
UOP and the 99ers are both
tied for the top spot in the
conference with perfect 10-0
records, while the Spartans
are languishing in last place
with a 2-7 mark.
Despite their lowly position in the standings, the
Spartans could conceivably
decide the ultimate winner if
the SJS swimmers could
place high enough and take

away points from UOP and
Long Beach.
Although in last place,
several Spartans have been
consistent winners throughout the year.
Gary MacDowell, Ben Van
Dyke, and Ken Belli have all
been scoring well for the
Spartans.
MacDowell has been scoring high in both the 50 and
100, while also part of the
medley team. Van Dyke’s
specialty has been the 200
yard butterfly and according
to Jay, Van Dyke has a real
good chance to compete in
the NCAA finals in March.
Belli is a junior who has
also scored consistently in
the 200 yard backstroke and
the 200 individual medley.
This meet will conclude
the regular season and
during the next two weeks,
the Spartans will prepare for
the conference finals to be
held March 4-6 in Long
Beach.

VETERAN HURLER-Mike Rusk, sophomore, draws the
starting assignment today in season opener with San Francisco State. Rusk was a five game winner last season with 64
strikeouts in 69 innings. The game will start at 2:30 p.m. at
south campus.

SJS, defending Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
Champions, opened up the
1971 tennis season with a
relatively easy 7-2 win over
visiting University of British
Columbia on the SJS courts
yesterday afternoon.
Against UBC, the Spartans
took five out of six singles
matches and two out of three
doubles matches.
"For this first match we
were only fair," said Krikorian after the match. "As a
team we were a little too
tense, but it is good that the
first match is out of the way
so the team as a whole can
relax."
Playing first singles and
doubles, junior college
transfer Carlos Kirmayr
won his singles 6-4, 8-6, and
then teamed with Hank
Lloyd to win the first team
doubles, 6-3, 6-3.
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Jennett hopes his team can
win by doing compulsories
thus giving the gymnasts an
opportunity to practice these
routines to be done in future
competition.

Tickets $3
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
available at
912 Town 441 Country Village
next to Fox Theatre 2 46-1 160
Open Mon -Fri 10 to 5:30, Sat. 10 to 3:00
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E. EXEMPTION FROM THE DRAFT

Saturdaj, , March 6th 8:30 pm

Saturday, the Spartans
travel to San Diego for a dual
meet with San Diego State.
Jennett predicts this meet
should not be as difficult,
since San Diego currently
has one win and three losses.
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D. ACTIVE DUTY DELAY FOR
MASTER’s DEGREE

LAST BAY AREA
APPEARANCE

Be able to order meals, ask directions, go shopping, etc.

A. S50 A MONTH ALLOWANCE

C. A U.S. ARMY COMMISSION
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Planning to Travel?

MARCH 5. 1971

B. FLIGHT TRAINING IN COLLEGE

San Jose will get an extra
boost in side horse with Eric
ilaystad competing. Haystad has missed competition
in the last few meets because
of a skiing injury and though
not fully recovered will still
perform. Ed Sparacino is expected to score high on the
rings with Bill Barnwell and
Kim Kludt contributing their
performances in several
events.

SJS Beats
UBC Squad
Easily,7-2

fr.

BE A LEADER!
YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR:

and two losses.
Joe Sweeney, Jim Turpin,
and Mike Cooper will be the
backbone for SJS and compete in all events. Sweeney
has been a top competitor in
all-around but is particularly
strong in parallel bars and
high bar. Turpin has been
close behind Sweeney in allaround scores and continues
to improve his technique in
his two best events, floor
exercise and vaulting.
Cooper, who went allaround for the first time in
last week’s meet against
Chico and Santa Barbara,
should do well in vaulting
and parallel bars.

Spartans Battle
League Leader

Bulldogs To Encounter
Frosh Running Attack
The SJS freshmen will
come out pressing tonight
when they meet Fresno State
in a 6 o’clock basketball
game at Civic Auditorium.
Spartan coach Dave Waxman, concerned with the
Bulldog’s height advantage,
will have his men running
constantly.
Waxman explained his
strategy yesterday, saying
the running game should
break the continuity of Bulldog rebounders. Fresno enjoyed a 15 rebound advantage Tuesday but still
lost to the Spartans, 75-74.
Neil McCoy, 7-1, will man
the center spot for the Bulldogs tonight, with 6-6
charles Bailey and 6-7 Tom
Pepper at forwards. Wax ::ins intern is the Fresno

Quietly oobi.goes from hand to ’land
bearing hidden words of love

625 Town &
Country Village
San Jose
241 1758

IOW Olt CNN
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Scientists Term Violence, Theme It’s Now Less Hassle
DDT Beneficial Of Film Essay To Re-Apply to SJS

By BEN REED
Daily Staff Writer
The controversial pesticide DDT appears dangerous
to most people. To a group of
scientists, it appears beneficial. What then is the other
story behind DDT?
This is the question that
scientists such as Dr. T. A.
Loomis, state toxicologist of
Washington; Dr. J. Gordon
Edwards, professor of entomology at SJS; and Dr.
Gusman Garcia -Martin,
chief of the U.S. Malaria
Eradication Department are
trying to answer.
"Their views i anti-DDT
groups) on DDT saturate
"adio and press stories and
the listeners and readers
become further propagandized as a result," said
Dr. Edwards in a recent
address he gave in San Francisco to the World Affairs
Council.
CITES CHARGES
In order to balance the picture, Dr. Edwards cited a
charge made by anti-DDT
groups that DDT is everywhere and is not broken
down in the environment.
-This is demonstrably
false," said Dr. Edwards.
scientific
"Numerous
investigations have proved
is
broken
down by
DDT
that
environmental heat, cold,
bacteria. It seldom persists
more than a few days or
natural
weeks
under
environmental conditions."
Dr. Edwards said that not
one death has ever been
attributed to DDT. He also
pointed out that bird life has
increased and not decreased
during years of DDT usage.
MISLEADING
In a statement made to the
Washington State Department of Agriculture, Dr.
- Loomis refuted experiments
showing that DDT causes
tumors in mice as misleading.
"In each single daily dose,
these mice received 160,000
times the amount that we are
currently receiving daily,"
said Dr. Loomis in his statement.
"If DDT were capable of
producing cancer of the liver
in only one in 1,000 persona,
we would now havtbn our
hands 200,000 cases of liver
cancer in this country,"
added Dr. Loomis. Statistics
compiled by the U.S. Public
Health Service show that

liver cancer is on the decline,
If DDT is banned, Dr.
Garcia -Martin fears the
situation would be dangerous.
"The withdrawal of DDT,"
said Dr. Garcia -Martin in a
letter he wrote to the Montruss Chemical Corporation
of California, "will represent
a regression to a malaria
situation similar to that in
1945. A period of large-scale
outbreaks and epidemics
would result."
Dr. Garcia -Martin also
said that at this time there is
no substitute available that
is less dangerous or more
effective than DDT.
These scientists believe

that the benefits of Dm
have all but been ignored by
the anti -DDT groups. They
cite the millions of lives it
has saved; the boost in farm
production that has resulted;
and the reduction in inalnutrition throughout the world.

"DDT is the safest, most
dependable,
and
most
economic ally of mankind in
the struggle against environmental waste, pestilence,
disease and starvation,"
said Dr. Edwards in an
article he wrote for an
Oregon newspaper.
These men are just three
from this expanding group of
scientists.

llw first Dart of a three-part film essay on Latin
American violence and liberation, "La Hora de Los
I lornos" The Hour of the Furnaces), will be shown tonight and next Friday and Saturday in Science 142,
across from Morris Dailey Auditorium.
"Neocolonialism and Violence," the initial segment,
deals with the history, geography, and economy of
Argentina, and the port city of Buenos Aires. It also
examines the political violence and the poverty of the
Argentine workers.
"Neocolonialism and Violence," like the other two
parts of the film, is so designed as to be an independent
film in itself. Each of the three segments presents a
view of the political struggle in Argentina, but the
viewer does not have to feel obligated to see all three
parts.
With its three segments, -La Hors de Los Hornos"
has a total running time of approximately four hours
and was two years in the making. The authors of the
film, Octavio Getino and Fernando E. Solana, travelled more than 18,000 kilometers across the country and

Picture yourself in this
situation. You’ve just been
forced to quit school because
of a financial crisis or your
father has died.
In any case, you’ve made
the decision to drop out this
semester and take on a fulltime job. You’ll reapply next
semester when you’ve
worked things out. Reapply
next semester, you say, but
the deadline for accepting
applications was two months

5o. nth
r. r’r?,

47,ft

ago.
What do you do now?
The above situation is real.
It frequently happens every
year. Now, however, the
admissions
office
has
ad,:pted a new policy which
Will hopefully lessen the frequency of this situation.
According to Roy J. Delpier, adinissions officer, this
spring .;tudents who :officially withdraw from school
after the first two weeks of

instruction will not be required to apply for readmission for the next regular
semester, providing they
have turned in their registration materials and paid
their fees.
These students will be considered continuing students.
The policy change will
affect only those students
who have completed a withdrawal form and are considered official withdrawals;

to4011-5AT 10-7
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recorded 180 hours of interviews.

Dance To Feature
A Battle of Bands FRIDAY FLICKS
Omega Psi Phi fraternity
will sponsor a battle of bands
and scholarship dance
tomorrow night at 9 in the
College Union Ballroom.
Tickets will be $2.
As an annual effort to present a scholarship to a black
student, the dance will feature special guests such as:
Sister Elizabeth from KSJO,
former KSOL disc jockey
Johnny Quick, Project Soul,
Pure Essence, Natural Soul
Co., Windy Soul Twins, and
others.
Besides a scholarship, the
fraternity’s efforts will go
toward buying a reading machine and sporting equipment for the Mayfair Corn -

munity Center in East Side
of San Jose.
Other projects sponsored
by the Omegas include
financially assisting Nairobi
College in East Palo Alto and
providing transportation and
financial assistance for field
trips to the BSU of Lee
Mattison Junior High school
in San Jose.
Tickets may be purchased
in advance at the Student
Affairs Business office.
Donations will also be
accepted at the door.

Candidate
Speaks
Tonight

Recent
movies at
reasonable
prices.

Every Friday
7 and 10 p.m.
504

287-3!00
RAIL, SOUK’
1VITAM !,N

fl

(subject to change)

Morris Dailey Auditorium

1 Taft
iii -Hayward

Janet Gray Hayes, candidate for San Jose city council, will speak to Zero Population Growth (ZPG) tonight
in ED100 at 7 p.m. Mrs.
Hayes is "running as an environmentalist, for clean
water, air, and land,"
according to Berbera Carey,
her campaign secretary.
"Young people are getting
more active in politics, and
will be able to soon vote,"
Mrs. Carey said, "and they
need to be listened to."

’Weil, not only did my actual
reading speed increase it
tripled in fact - but also I
now way
developed a At’
of apph
nif
#71.
rial I d
Or studwit n.iw

Lance Robbins
Law Student

"I’ve found dynamic reading
to be a valuable asset in
researching and organizing
material of a semi -technical
nature as well as an aid
keeping abreast of
day developments

.

William Glass
Boalt School of Law

LI

Not only was my first year
in law school bearable. but
I had plenty of free time to
participate in all of the
activities in which I am
Evelyn
interested due to
Wood "

a

The only criticism I have of
your course is that it isn’t
required in the schools
Everyone should have to
take the tvelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course for
their own good
Whon
they iv about 11 ’

i think Reading Dynamics is
analogous to seeing a picture as a whole rather than
as patches of color. That our
public schools teach us to
read word by word seems
rather weak support for the
conclusion that this is the
only or even the most efficient way to read."

You’ll Increase Your Reading Speed On -The-Spot!

Great flare leg styling with something
new. Sculptured denim gives casual
pants a new dimension. a fantastic look.
From Grodins Other Room. $9
USE YOUR GROWN’S CHARGE. MASTERCHARGE, OR
BANKAMERICARD. ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA VALLEY
r AIR CENTER SAN ANTONIO CENTER FREMONT FASHION
Shop Monday through Friday noes
iENTER.
/alley Fair Sunday noon to 5.

THIS WEEK ONLY
Friday Feb. 19 at 5 and 8 P.M.
Saturday Feb. 20 at 10 A.M.
ST. CLAIRE HOTEL
302 San Carlos
San Jose

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Reading Dynamics has revolutionized my study and
leisure time schedule. I can
now ntad Ian ’of,’ Ms assignments and supplementary
texts in depth and I
still
have ample time for pleasure reading."
Casimir A. Wilson
Harvard
(Law School)

Come to Your Free Speed Reading Lesson.

SCULPTURED DENIM BY CATALINA- MARTIN

David J Samuelson
U C Berkeley

Jerilyn Post
Il C Berkeley

Our average
graduate
reads 4.7 times
faster after
only 8 weeks.
LEAN GENES

WE ACCEP
FOOD srAmPS
BULK e RAINS/
411UT8
VFEETAFLES1

Norman M Pollinger
Business Executive

One thing about the Evelyn
Wood method it takes energy But if you really want
to get everything out of what
you read including enjoyment
it’s the best way I
know It’s a must for executives "

Theresa Brassey
Long beach State

One of the most enjoyable.
benefits from taking the
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course is almost an
intangible one hard to
explain anyway I feel as
though I control the mate
rial now

But just how "average- is our average
graduate. Well, to date, over 450,000 people
have learned to read dynamically by attending only 8 weekly Reading Dynamics sessions. They include people from all walks of
lifebusinessmen, college and high school
students, housewives, engineers, senators,
and many others. The late President Kennedy invited Evelyn Wood to the White
House to teach Reading Dynamics to members of his staff.
Furthermore, we guarantee you will at
least triple your reading speed without sacrificing comprehension or your full tuition
will be refunded. Become a Reading
Dynamics graduate in 8 short weeks. You’ll
never feel "average" again.
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SJS Parking Head
Has Unpopular Job
By

CRAIG

scow

Daily Staff Writer
There is a marked man on
campus. He has to sneak
from bush to bush when
leaving or going to his office.
Bill Allison, manager of
auxiliary enterprises and
head of parking on campus
describes his job as the
in
most
unpopular
existence." since he is in
for
charge of finding parking
everyone and towing away
illegally parked cars.
The parking committee
was forced to clamp down on
this
violators
parking
semester because giving
citations had no effect.
People felt it was easier to
pay an occasional $2 fine
than to find parking around
school.
TOW AWAYS
It was hoped towing away
cars would give the people
with permits more parking
places and cut down on such
hazards as blocked fire exits.
Allison reports so far this
semester about 22 cars have
been towed. "The message is
getting across," Allison
stated, "because now there
are spaces available for permit holders."
Allison stressed the fact
that they aren’t "just after
the student." He pointed out
some faculty members’ cars
were among those towed.
FAIR
In an attempt to be fair to
the students, Allison has devised a plan regarding towing. "From now on, we’ll be
trying to tow away only those
cars with three or more citations," he explained.
Citations are still being
issued, in addition to the towing, according to Allison.
-Everyday these citations
are fed into a computer
memory bank which stores
Allison
this information,"
said. "When a person
receives his third citation,
his name is printed on the
list," he added.
Allison contends only those
cars on the list will be towed,
except in extreme cases. A
new list will be started every
academic year, he added.
Allison reported some of the
cars already towed have had
up to 10 ’citations each.
TAKEN PRETTY GOOD
According to Allison, most
of the people who have had
their cars towed away have
taken it pretty good. "Of
course they are irritated,"
Allison stated. -but they rea-

lize they were wrung."
One girl wasn’t too pleased
to come back to her car and
find it being towed away.
"Although we cited her car
three days in a row, she still
parked in front of the disabled students ramp," said
Allison.

.

Applications are being
accepted for two salaried positions in the Associated Students Public Relation:,
office. Needed are a graphic
artist and a public relations
assistant.
According to Lynne May
field, P.R. director, each
position requires approximately 15 hours of work a
week. The publicity for the
Associated Students Program Board and for campus
clubs and organizations is
handled through the student
public relations office.
Interviews
for
both
positions will begin today at
2 p.m. Further information
may be obtained at the Associated Students office on the
third level of the college
union.

SJS Radio Station
Begins Broadcasts
KSJS-FM, the campus
radio station, will begin
broadcasting Monday at 5:30
p.m. The station is at 90.7 on
the FM dial.
Monday will feature a
playback of President John
H. Bunzel’s Feb. 12 budget
address to the SJS faculty.
This will enable students,
faculty and staff to hear that
speech about the budget
which will so drastically
affect the entire campus in
the upcoming academic
year.
The speech will be preceded by a half hour
news round-up which will
include the first of a threepart series exploring the
effects and ramifications of
the budget if it is passed in
its present form.
The half hour news
roundup, called "Spectrum
News," is a daily feature of
KSJS radio. This includes
news of the SJS campus,
local, state, national and
international events. A
sports summary and a fiveminute "Focus" report
which explores current
events in depth are also included as daily features.
This semester "Spectrum
News" is introducing a new
program entitled "Editor’s
Desk." This program is designed to be an "open end"
for the news block. Each day
the program will talk about
something different, This
could be effects of a top news
story, give places to go on
the weekend, discuss the
latest record album or
answer questions submitted
by the radio audience. It will
be a catch-all for inforniation that cannot be

Scott Sets Seminar
Rev. Rueben Scott, pastor
of
Providence
Baptist
Church and instructor of
Black Studies at Fresno
State, will conduct a seminar
tonight at 7:30 and Saturday
at 7:30 a.m.
The sessions will examine
basic theological premises

covered during the course of
a regular news show.
The news portion of the
KSJS-FM broadcast day has
been provided by the RadioTelevision News Center
since 1962.
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E. Santa Clara

Baptist Student Union,
7:30 a.m., 3789 Senter Rd.,
Sari Jose. Seminar on basic
theological premises. Free
breakfast.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
9 p.m., C.U. Ballroom, Battle
of bands, black scholarship
dance. Advanced tickets
may be purchased at the Student Affairs office at $2.
Students for Peace and
Freedom, 7 & 9:30 p.m.,
Science 142.
SUNDAY
Hillel Foundation, 11 a.m.,
Jewish Student Center, 47 S.
5th St.
Pi Omega Pi, 4-6 p.m., Dr.
Richard Dale’s home, 1871
Emory St., San Jose. Maps
in P.O.P. box in Bldg 0.
Orientation Meeting.
United Ministries and Lutheran Worship, 6 p.m., Chapel of Reconciliation, 300 S.
10th. Worship and fellowship
hour.
MONDAY
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity, 7 p.m. Garden City Hofbrau. Informational dinner

For you...A special deal!
San Jose BMW, specialists in servicing all
European cars will now give you a special
deal. Show us your ASB card and we will
cheerfully give you a 10‘;%, discount on
Parts and service.
VW, PORSCHE, BMW, & MERCEDES BENZ
SAN JOSE BMW
1438 S. 1st-.

292-7707

Sales 9.9 Daily Service ELS Mon thru Fri
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YOU’RE BACK,
WE’RE BACK.

ANNOUNCIPAINIS
FREE HERB TEA at Me Chr.sler oda
Natural Foods Open? days. tarn 7
p nit 35 S 4th St 287 S410
FREE Couch and folding bed
Torn 295 5781

Call

CLASSICAL GUITAR PRIVATE
INSTRUCTION Have 3 openrngs call
now Ask for Bob Brandon 275 9417
WANT TO TEST DRIVE A NEW
VEGA, Call Ron Ruiz 265 7453 San
Jose
MACRAME LESSONS: learn the art
of knotting Sign up for small group,
e vening classes Call 214 2662
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOP
PING CENTER lin Palo Alto) Satyr
day. February 27 by Sportini Life
53 00 Any car and beginners welcome
Start anytime between 6 and 9 p.m
3 cent Xerox COPIES. College copy
service 42 E San Antonio Si. 2 blks
west of Si S. near YWCA Ph 287
ion
JR. SR. & GRADS HUMANITIES
MAJORS Want to reduce term paper
research time improve quality? What
reading dynamics doesfor reading, we
can dolor Term Paper research Call
Ralph morns & Wkend 25700??.
A1110140116E
FOR SALE / 66013 Snow & Mud
Tires Good Cond Call Dan at 297 0273
S40 for set or 948 9308
Functional Transportation ready to
transport 1961 Comet 4 Or Sedan 5100
377 6160

p.m

Tues.-Sun.

THUNDERBIRD

"SACRIFICE" 1962 Fiat roadster
1100 series -Immaculate" Michelin
+res, radio, rag top. 5500, Call 251
4078. Ask for Joe or Charlie.
’65 Fairlane "500", V 8, auto, radio.
clean. good Mech. cond call evenings
266 8958
1966 Volkswagen. excellent condition,
new tires Must see to appreciate
Phone 298 3377. evenings

65 Fairlane std. 6’, 7 door. Excellent
Condition New Tires & Battery. 20
or. gal $750 429 S 91h No 14 Aft 3
50 Chrysler 4 door, good engine, new
regulator, new neadgasket 360 Call
Mike 295-9743 atter 5 00 p.m
’St VW Beauty New Paint, Radio A 1
rrech Clean inside $425 221 1319
VW Bus ’66 Low mileage family car
can 51350 2643593

1E1150 ’53 2 Or. Landau Hard TOp,
hu, kei seats, full power, automatic.
Wad. Heater, Air, 244 3783
1969 Volkswagen. Excellent Sapphire
radio, valid warranty. Only 16.000
miles 51550 259 2151 After 5 00

GOLF COURSE
221 SOUTH KING ROAD
259-3335

SPECIAL!
STUDENTS AND FACULTY RATES
GREEN FEES
Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol,
After 12 NOON $1.75

18 HOLES
ALL GREEN
PAR 65

DRIVING RANGE
S1.00 Bucket for 50c

FOR 51.11 1iS
SKIS 1 Head) For Sale. 210 Standard
Marker toe, flex cable Size 12 Boots
ALL $16 Call Wes 795 2657
U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, field
lackets. camping supplies, Navy pea
coats, bell bottom pants (denim wool
whites). London Bobby Capes, Spanish
Leather Jackets HIPPIE F ASH
IONS. Furs & Leather JACK 8, PAT’S
300 HAND STORE 375 E. Hedding
St. Si Also 7036 Thornton aye
Newark. 10 5 Mon Thurs 706 Fri &
Sat.
MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS SAMPLE
SALE. Down sleeping bags back
Packing tents and equipment. A
limited selection 20 35 per cent off
Call 3568642 evenings
"Big Our A Frame, Isolated. Pool &
other facilities suitable for a small
summer camp 48 acres 669,500" P.O.
box 3683 Carmel, Ca. 93921

rhea4... (Wea#41
rhrimviy 1,4A/
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with this ad

free

Scallops & Chips
Oysters & Chips
Shrimp & Chips

large $1.50
small &1.10
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talk will be ’"fhe Culturalological Revolution." Admission is free.

732 SO 1ST St.

-- 100
Waterbeds UL approved Mr
guar on bag W safety !iner Queen or
King kit 599 f-ret’ del and install 1424
Searcy Dr S J Call 265 5485

Male Roomale needed, 567 SO a month
Plus cats , own room, unfurn, Call Jim,
295 3068, After 6 00 P.M
Female Roomate wanted to share 2
barn? apt, upper division 55000, 439
So 4th 294 6927

G.E. Port. stereo model 400, new car
fridge w headphones SSO or offer
National NC 300 amateur band mot’
5170, call Art after 6 6PM, 264245/

1 Female Roomate to share 2 bdrrn , 2
bath apt with 3 others across street
from campus Call 289 8387

Waterbeds UL approved htr 10 yr
Soar on bag W safety liner Queen or
K rng kit 599 Free del and install 1424
Searcy Dr S J Call 265 5485

Female Rmmt, to share I bdrrn apt
Upper Div Preferred Walking dis
from SJS 293 3256

WEDDING RINGS. Made in Sausalito
Asking 5350 2137 0918 after 7 p

Girl 5611 mod. fur 2 bdrm apt. 1 blk
SJS Pool own rm. Late nite calls OK
298 1333

H -LM French Tape Reel 60 living
Power
Japanese,
language Set
Habersorf select Acard
reading,
Round the World etc New 55 00 each
377 /544

Student rentals, 2 P. 3 bedrooms turn
695 So 11th, Call Sharon at 287 1340
After 1 pm

Selling my interest in leased Ski
Cabin, Tahoe City 5105 For details
Call 287 1400 rot 60.

Male Roomie wanted to share mod. 1
bdrrn apt w 3 others 550 mo. 643 5 Oh
no 7 CALL 207 8209.

Ski Boots: Henke w. shoe site 7,2.6.
Lace up, New S15.00 292-0719.

Female Roommate needed to share 3
bedroom house 004 other chicks. SSS
ma 298 5499

WATER BEDS. KING SIZE FROM
529 95 AQUA SNOOZE 1415 THE
ALAMEDA 286 3544 LIVE 8. LOVE on
Liquid Luxury

GRADUATE FEMALE ROOMATE
NEEDED to share 1 bdrrn in a large
nice turn, apt. with fireplace close to
campus 562.50. call 297.0315.

Feed portable typewriter like new
hardly used Pica. with carrying case.
540 Call 298 5372

Female or Male roommate pot. burn,
rooming, house, util. paid. 570.m0. 73
So 7th,
bib from SJScall Eric 2911
5850.

69 Honda 305 SCRAMBLER. 5360
Runs well Only 8.000 mi new clutch
Call Chuck (evenings) 353 2270 Los
Gatos
61 VW Camper, no problems
Head Standard Skis. Marker
660 Reiker Ski Boots IL 535
u w flash w bulb holder S40
March 1, Call Jack 797 4390.

Dorm contract for sale in Royce Hall
call 269 6598 after 5 pm

5900 210
Bindings
Calypso
Sell by

1,2, or 3 Male roomates needed
rrnmed
Blk, from campus. 455 So.
8th no 1 287 3461 or 287.6921
Liberal girl wanted to share 2 bedroom
apt On 12th & San Antonio w 3 others.
Phone 2906126 after 5.

1969 Karmann Ohio low mileage, ex
cellent condition and very clean. Must
sell Call Art, 247 1143, anytime
Mimi Flea Market-Paperbacks 25
cents, Hardbacks 51.00 Values to
51000 Phone 289 8781, 354 Royal Ave.
across from San Carlos Orchard
Suppty.

WATERBEDS: From SSO. All sizes
inct Round & 749 Jumbo Sexually
benefic Alive, moving w you, en
hancing your energies. Healthy. float
no freely w perfect back support so
you can sleep well YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 701.
DelmaS Ave 1 ml from SJS on Park
Ave Will trade waterbed for ???
Phone anytime BU6 1263

College Students: Respectable part
time sales on commission basis Will
train call collect 423 0915 or 475 9907.

I NEED MY OWN ROOM WITH A
NON SMOKER ROOMATE WHO CAN
DIG VIOLIN MUSIC. IF YOUR BAG
IS POP MUSICFORGET IT! JAY, PO
BOX 1472 SAN JOSE, CA. 95109,

OVERSEAS JOBS . Australia,
Europe, S America, Africa. etc
Students, all professionals and
occupations S700 to $3000 monthly
Expenses pa.d, overtime, sigetseerng,
free information Write OVERSEAS
RESEARCH BUREAU Box 5591 M
San Diego. Ca 92105

Female Rmmt. Needed to share turn 1
bdrrn Apt Next to 5.15. Non-smoker.
567 SO, 230 E San Salvador. 295-2270.
Female Roommate wanted. large 2
bed,? bath apt, w pool 552.50 Call 2934409 or stop by 555 5 10th St. no. 13.

COEDSNEED EXTRA Cash or a free
wardrobe our representative Plan
allows you to earn at yOur liesure
Apply 3rd tI0Or Fashions 31 Fountain
Alley San Jose Between 103 daily

Prime location! 1 or 2 people (prefer
ably female). Needed beginning Mar.
1st for turn. apt. (own room) 275.0596.
Furnished 3 room apt. for rent I block
from campus 467 S. flth St. Call 298-5585
after 1 p.m.

Part Time or Full time sales, male or
female. 5300 part time guaranteed
Phone Mr Workman 247 2900.

Fem, roommate needed. Furn. 1 ticIrm
apt li blks. from campus. pool. AEK
laundry room. Non Smoker, 293.3.190

Drug clerk male, part time, must be
experienced ArPte Front Pharmacy,
Call 2066300
MIDNIGHT
nave to send
Siamese cat
people too’

1 Bdrm Furnished Apt. 5125 me 633
So 8th St. No I or call 206-1636 No
lease or contract!

NEEDS A HOME. Or we
her to the pound. Our half
loves the outdoors & digs
Call Beverly at 286.3811

Female Student room hoard, small
salary for light duty near bus line. Call
2330399

GUITARISTS NEEDED. If you have
extensive knowledge of music and can
read it, Guitar Player Meg Will pay
you Need people in Jazz, Folk, Rock
CAW, Blues. etc Call Jim 3516033, P

1 Female roommate wanted to share 2
bdrrn apt with 3 others i, block from
campus. 542.50 rno. Call 287.8048.
Male sop’s. seeks Student to share
room in 2 bedroom House. 10 min.
drive from campus 575 244.2708. NiCe
area.

Fart-Full time, Earn 5700-650 my
talking to friends Biodegradable
Home Care Products plus others.
Come to Santa Clara MoteLodge 1655
El Camino Real Ask for Mr. Westlake
at desk Mon Feb 22 8 p.m No calls
please

Female roommate needed, furnished
apt. Share with 3 girls $46. 420 S. 7th
No. 5 Call 29/1269 or 356.3028.

Salesmen Wanted: to work into Sales
Management Positions. 35.62 Per cent
Comm Call 253.6151. Ask for Mr
Panda.

804 LINCOLN AVE.

Sic

LUNCH COUNTER. Christenada
Natural Foods 35S 4th Open? dayS
a m to 9 pm 287 5A10
CHRISTANADA NATURAL FOODS.
Ginsegg. vitamins minerals, Snack
bar, organic grains, organic produce.
Jute bar Yoga literature, rm.:terabit:0i
food, cook books, spiritual books,
Incense 35 5 4th St. Open 7 days. 9
7pm 287 5410
am
RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service. Call
Esche’s 251 2598.
LEARN SKYDIVING-First iump
course equipment turn Stevens Para.
loft Oakland Airport. 569 5358.
Dream Work. Gestalt Methods,
Hypnosis 292-0728. After 7 pm.
. hy done-any kind -Spec.
ializing in model composites, port.
folios, the unusual. Ask for D.J. 275.
0596.
Typing-term
etc., exper.
ienced and fast Phone 269.8674.
DISSERTATIONS Theses,
Rewrite.
edit, for style, organization, readability. No typing. 265.6413.
AUTO INSURANCEMONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refused .Annual
Liability Rates Married or single age
24 /1 over 594, Married 21.24 5163.
Single men 24 8.25 under S250. Mr. Toll
241.3900
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit. Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 298-4104.
P 1k 01160 I.

Earl Owens- Congrats on
Anniversary + yngst
birthday. Best wishes
Family. Honesty is Best
6434.

9th wedding
son’s ’aid
to wife +
Policy, 298.

Permanent Hair Removal. Face one
Body Darlene M Mid, RE.247 No.
Third, San Jose 295 0995
Help buy kidney mach, for neatly
young man! Send your Betty Crocker
coupons to Darryll Salvadori 49 Ward
St., Healdsburg, Ca, Hurry; 800,002
needed.
Jewelry - Custom desidn In cost gold
and silver. One of a kind wedding
bands & other things. Geo. Lattimore
Old Town (in the back) 354.8804.
FRIDAY FLICK "IF" land 10 p.m.
urigosailey Aug. 50 cork._
1RANSROGIAIION
STUDENT TRAVEL, TRIPS, CHAR
TER5, EUROPE, ORIENT, AROUSE
THE WORLD Write: S.T.O.P, 21501
Shattuck Berkeley CAL. 94704 or se
TRAVEL AGENT.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS
several schedules available from Wes
Coast to London, Amsterdam am
Frankfurt. Winter flights $260 to 5.323
roundtrip, or 5150 one way. Coor
dinator2 Prof. Margaret R. Peal 24/
Roycroft Ave. Long Beach, 90603.
Phone 213.438.2179

Student Rental 5 blks to college, 6
bbr , 3 bath, S300 per month sec. Dep.
Call 227 4076
APT FOR RENT. Large 1 bdrrn. 65 So,
11th St Close to campus. Call 297 3766.
MALE’ STUDENT
Single room.
Kitchen prin. Clean man only. 115 So.
14th Call 2062701

Be one of the beautiful people full or
Part time opportunity, car L phone
necessary. Call 247 3547 or 266 5287
Alter 5 pm

II House for rent for single or couple
S75 per month. no utlls. 5 min from
SJS 293 3942 alter 7 pm.

tti

10S1 AND FOUND

For rent, I bedroom turn 5I35 mo 301
11,11 Call anyt.rne 287 5771

APT RENTAL, 2 Bdrrn. furnished 5175
per month 1/ block from SJS campus
Call 246 8812 or 378 5701,

Women: Larry Germain a leading
hair stylist has endorsed The Masters
Touch Wigs We need 150 Dist for
Santa Clara County. Come to Santa
Clara MoteLodge 1655 El Camino
Real Conf 140 8 pm Feb 22 No
Phone Calls

1 or 2 female roommates needed to
share 2 bdrm apt. with I other 724 So.
6th St No 3 Call 275 9318 or 286.3481
ask for Sue Call anytime.

LOST valuable antique tilmgree ring,
onyx with silver crest possibly lost in
MG ladies restroorn call 295 2669.

Quiet: Male sr. or grad only small
studio apt utilities Included 570 643
South Sixth St

To Place an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Off ice -J206
MON.-FRI.
10-2:30

FRIDAY FLICK "IF"? and 10 p.m.
Morris Dailey dud 50 cents.

2 Bdrm, 1,2 bath w w opts, drapes,
A E K . very clean enclosed parking.
$190 598 So 9th 287 2854, 266-7350

Need female roommate to share house
118 N. 14th S40 per month share with 3
young working students. 2956535.

2 BEDROOM APTS., $125 Stove L
Refrig New Paint 8. Drapes, Carpet
mg Laundry Facilities, Extra Stor
age 293 5995. 5 min. from Campus.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

ROOMS 563 ma kitchen privileges
available 1 block from campus, 155
So 11th St 2934863

Wrist turn 7 bdrrn apt. iv blk SJS. No
lease required. Freshly deco 451 S.
10th St 10 a m to 2 pr,. CY2 1327.

Girl NIO mod fur 2 bdrm apt. 2 blk
SJS Pool own mm Late nite calls OK
298 1338 (Deposit paid)

RMT NEEDED 540 rno own room lige
turn apt pool sauna IS min from
campus Call Lois or Sandy 3170075

Send in handy
order blank

ROOMNewly remodeled. Kitchen pri
v,leges Non smokers only S65 per
month Call 287 3125

Girls: turn 0 bdrrn apt ’ blk SJS No
lease required Freshly deco 451 S.
10th St 10 a m 102pm CY2 1327.

2 Female Roommates Needed, in neat
house, good people and vibes, 555 a
month. 437 5 12th St , 295 1332

Christian chineese Sunday Service
held .n Campus Christian Center 1.30
pm every sun. from Feb 14 Located at
300 So 10th St., Call 293 3951

Female roommate needed to share
lux apt w I other Call 2446230 ext 75
days. 377 5781 nites ask for Lena

Female Roomate needed for large f ur
apt near campus Upper division &
nonsmoker Call 295 /936
Needed 1 Female Ronmate to Share
room in nice 2 bcfrrn apt 551 SO a
month Call 289 8467
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY to share? !Arm apt.
near campus 438 S 9/h no 6 Call
NOW 787 4796

Enclose cash
or check.

Grad or serious Fm. student needed to
share fun 1 bdrrn apt 2i, blocks from
campus 560 29S 8047 or 255 7284

Make check

Girl needed to share nice 2 bdrrn apt
with] others 550 641 So I 1th No loon
call 286 5122

out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Men’s dorm contract for sale West
Hall coed dorm, 3rd floor suite Call
226 1323 Ask for Bill. Kathy

Re refund, on cancelled ads Fruit your ad here:
(Count approximately 39 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES

III
I
.
ii

at 3 o’clock in ED 100.
The topic of Dr. White’s

CORNER STUDIO COUCH GROUP
makes into 2 single beds )(Int collo’
Good for sm apt Evenings 266 8958
................................................................................................. .

piece of fish

on any Order

AVION5
354
VJA6N

Hilt WAPITIS :4

VW 66 rblt 1500 mg r ww. lug rack
Parole shin. cig lighter, extras clean.
5900 48 S 7th 792 1781

For Sale or trade. 169VW1 seats I front
& rear: rear window, bumpers,
Wanted 2 padded seats, sand tires,
rims. etc for OunebuggY Jim 323
2391

7th & SANTA CLARA
700-10:30

Society Speaker

The Anthropological Society: will sponsor a speech
by Dr. I colic’ A. White today

Spartan Daily Classifieds

1966 CHEV. MALIBU. 327 4 speed
S.iver w black vinyl top Very clean.
61700 Call Gary a! 241 8337

Barrell’s

’South 11th &( San 2C5acrlossolfnteDX tit t’ c’; Wpc’eedee
Now Open 7 Days A Week
12 to 9 P.M.
Phone 293-4259
111

I

11111(111.

CLASSICAL GUITAR excellent cot,
dition hardly used. new 590 now S50
Call Steve at 7870063 eve only

ll

II

Rev. Scott will also lead an
2 p.m, in
the dining area of the college

oven rap session at

FRIDAY FLICK - ’!IF" land 10 p m
morns Dailey Aud SO cents

for interested men.

. Large Order Fish & Chips.......11.10
70c
iii Half Order.
i

at

.’oad.
.r further details
’ail 227-630i.

61 Austin Mini, Looks Great. Needs
hork, Best Offer 356 0545 eves

"1----lish & Chips.
II
one
free

*

at the home
yer, 3789 Sett-

56 TBIRD. Slick. overdrive, power
brakes Prepared toe painting 51300 or
offer 241 8870

$450

:
II

**

and will
of Ma r%

55 Chevy 2 door sedan. 764 5438

--,--,
----/
.:’\

*
*
*
*

AIntr*****************************
*

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY

Spartaguide
TODAY
Steering
Intercultural
Committee, 8 p.m., Intercultural Center, 10th and San
Fernando St. Party -music,
dancing, refreshments.
Students for Peace and
Freedom, 7 p.m., Science
142. Admission $1 for Argentinian film.
SJS Anthropological Society, 3 p.m., ED 100. Prof.
Leslie A. White, cultural
anthropologist and author,
speaks on "The Culturological Revolution."
Zero Population Growth, 7
p.m., ED 100. Janet Gray
Hayes, candidate for San
Jose City Council Seat No. 3,
gives her views on the April
election.
Coffee
Jonahs
Wail
House, 8 p.m., 300 S. 10th St.
Folk music.
Baptist Student Union,
7:30 p.m., 3789 Senter Rd.,
San Jose. Seminar on basic
theological premises.
TOMORROW
Coffee
Jonah’s
Wail
House, 8 p.m., 300 S. 10th St.
Folk music.

I Two PR. Posts Open

stated. "and I’ve known a lot
of sailors."
WASN’T TOWED
The girl’s cm wasn’t towed
because the towing contract
stipulates that if the rightful
owner returns while the car
is being towed away, the car
must be released.
According to Allison, the
towing will continue as long
as people park illegally. One
way to keep your car would
be to obey the no parking
signs and park elsewhere, or
walk.

"When she came back to
her car and found us towing
it away, she used four letter
words in so many sentences
and ways that it was an education for me," Allison

KEEP YOUR BODY
BEAUTIFUL
6

ei. 4.,,

e‘v

4

GOLD

MASTER

her Bridal Sets front

1$71:4

f,

Hoes

1.50

200

2725

2.40

2.50

lines

2.00

2 SO

290

300

5 lines

2.50

3 coo

2 75
3.25

40

3 SO

si lines

3.00

1.50

3.75

390

4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

4

$1,’::

tr r days

3

510(1

91 South F frst St.

nt Name
Andress

307 Town &

iVillage

Count’ y
San Jose

eiveleti

USE ouR EASY PAYMENT PI AN

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Personals In
AnnouncernenN
" Rola Wanted (0
Semces (El
Automoltve 12)
Housme 151
yrinmaadatioe
r.Is, Sala 131
Li Lost and Toyed III

City

15)

_

for,
1 nriused
Phone

SENO CHECK, MONEY ORNER. Ii CASH TO SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN 1066 STATE COLLEN, CALIF.
15114
iIris’ Ali ea I xqi days int, old, mg .1db or it to appear

